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PRi.i

In looking for a research topic the author naturally sought

a problem in a field that is of great interest. That field is

Spectroscopy. Since the Department of Physics had obtained a

new Infrared Spectrometer, this presented an opportunity to do

some research in this field.

Since the instrument was new, a calibration of the instru-

ment was necessary before the instrument could be used for any

type of lnfrarjd analysis. Therefore the general purpose of the

research was to calibrate tho Perkln-iilmer Model 12A Infrared

Spectrometer and to present the procedures used and the data

secured in this research paper.

The paper would also be more comprehensive and more readable

if a general survey of Spectroscopy, especially Infrared, was

presented. Therefore a portion of this paper is devoted to this

end.



BRI-1'' HISTORY OF r^alCTROSCOPY

It is not surprising that such a great influence on scien-

tific thinking as Sir Isaac Newton should be the Instigator of

scientific knowledge which has developed into the modern theory

of spectroscopy. Newton was not the first nan to notice color

due to refraction but he had sufficient curiosity to do something

about the problem. This special kind of curiosity which results

in the advancement of man's understanding of the material uni-

verse is an attribute of all great men of Science.

Whether there is any truth in the story that Mewton first

observed a spectrum as light streamed through a glass bob on a

chandelier is of little consequence In itself. He speculated

upon the cause of the colors commonly seen in the rainbow. In

his research ho conducted one experiment among many which was

of profound importance. Securing a glass prism and allowing

sunlight, after passing through a small circular aperture, to

fall upon the prism he observed the colors produced. Noticing

that the length of the spectrum was greater than the width, ha

surmised that this was due to an unequal thickness of ^lass or

to some irregularitios in the glass. Subsequent experiments by

Newton proved that the glass behaved a little differently to-

ward each color. He observed that red light was bent less upon

passage through a prism than violet light. Thus the fundamental

basis of dispersion was discovered. Newton, however, erroneously

assumed that this was the cause of spherical aberration and

could not be corrected. Thla
(
of course, was disproved some time



later. Nawton also contributed further to optics In his, then

unproved, theories concerning the nature and propagation of

light. Newton's Influence upon scientific thinking was so pro-

found that for more than a century advancement in optics was

almost at a standstill. Huygens 'wave theory of light was com-

pletely set aside since it was in opposition to Newton's cor-

puscular theory.

Poucalt proved conclusively that the velocity of light in

water is less than that in vacuo. This was a d >cided blow to

Newton's Corpuscular theory and added considerable strength to

the Ondulatory theory of Huygens. Sometime later Thomas Young

in his experiments on interference added more decisive evidence

to the wave theory. The work of Young enhanced knowledge and

made possible the development of theory leading to the dif-

fraction grating which is of great Importance to some forms of

modern Spectrometers.

Work in the twentieth century has been confined to the era

of modern physics which has contributed such ideas as the quantum

theory and wave mechanics. Probably no other single Idea has

stirred scientific thinking more than the Quantum theory as pro-

posed by Planck. This of course was a direct result of his ex-

periments on radiation by black bodies. He proposed that energy

was radiated and absorbed by ideal black bodies in fundamental

units called "quanta". This idea is of utmost Importance in

connection with the radiation and absorption of light due to

atoms and molecules. This, along with the earlier work of

Balmer on the formula for the spectrum of the hydrogen atom.



aidad Hails Bohr to propose his theory of radiation and absorp-

tion in the atom. Bohr proposed a planetary atom in which the

electrons wars arranged in certain discrete energy levels wnieh

allowed anp^ilar momenta for the electron of integral multiples

of £_, where h is Planck's universal constant of radiation.
2tr

Last, he proposed that radiation was emitted only when the

electron moved from a level of higher energy to one of lower

energy.

As important as Bohr's postulates were it seems that they

just did not explain bright line spectra for atoms other than

hydrogen or hydrogen like atoms. It is to be noted that Bohr's

postulates are for circular orbits which are the simplest of

conic sections. Bohr's theory of the hydrogen atom was extended

to elliptical orbits by Sommerfeld. Also tnis led to the intro-

duction of two quantum numbers instead of the single quantum

number needed for Bohr's circular oroits.

Sometime later the Bohr-Soriu.iarfeld postulate were derived

by Schrodinger on the basis of his quantum and wave mechanics.

Strange as it may seem, the same rjsults were obtained through

tnis more rigorous treatment as werj postulated by Bohr. This

speaks well for Bohr's ingenuity.

A3 mentioned above, there were a gr^sat number of things

that Bohr's theorem could not explain. This was due largely to

the fact that Bohr did not attempt to fit his theory to other

than the hydrogen type atoms. Subsequent attempts to reconcile

theory with experiment have led into a far .lore complex idea of

the electronic structure than Bohr assumed in his original theory.



For example, we now have the idea of the spinning electron which

further complicates the over-all picture. The spinning electron

figures in the production of fine structure. It is also known

that the completed shells of electrons have a decided effect

upon the valence electrons by screening them from the nucleus

thus altering somewhat the relative motions of the valence

electrons.

Over and above what has already been cited, certain external

effects were studied. Such effects as the Zeeman and Paschen-

Back effects have added much to our knowledge of the atom and

the effects of external magnetic fields upon the motions of the

electron.

Thus on the basis of the modern theory of the origin of

spectra such men as Balmer, Rydberg, Lyman, Paschen and Brackett

have been Instrumental in laying much experimental groundwork.

Then Bohr presented a quantitative treatment of the origin of

bright line spectra. From the fundamentals as postulated by

Bohr such men as Sommerfeld, Schrodlnger, Dirac, Zeeman, Paschen

and others have extended these ideas to more complicated systems

and have even altered many ideas concerning the aton which were

originally proposed by the earlier workers.

As in all things the complex must follow the simple. The

ideas concerning the single atom might be considered the simple

and interaction of two or more atoms, the complex. Substances

may be divided into two great classes; inorganic and organic.

Since inorganic substances are easily broken up the atoms there

may be studied separately. However, organic substances are often



times so conplex that they must be studied as a whole. Histori-

cally this i3 very significant because here again, as many times

before, lay a whole unexplored region. This is one of the very

wonderful things auout science, fthan a region of endeavor is

fully explored other frontiers present themselves. Hot that

the subject of atomic spectra has oeen exhausted but rather as

an inevitable outcome of tnis field scientists have naturally

sought solutions to the proolems of molecular spectra.

The origin of a concerted drive for knowledge in this field

might be placed not longer than 25 years back. In fact, the

study of molecular spectra is still in its infancy. Much of

our knowledge of infrared is a result of the work done by in-

dustrial scientists. Through them a great deal of valuable

experimental data ha3 been obtained and upon this basis the

theoretical scientists have derived much of the theoretical

knowledge. Therefore it is not strange to see among the works

on infrared a great many written by industrial and research

scientists. However, the work of these men must not eclipse

the necessary contributions of the great theoretical scientists.

For historical purposes the first serious use of infrared

for analysis might be attributed to the petroleum industry.

In their search for more efficient products infrared was used

in analyzing the various petroleum derivatives. From these

research endeavors, a large group of infrared spectrum charts

have been obtained.

Following the widespread use in the petroleum industry

many other industries have applied infrared to their rosearch



problems. For exanpla, the aoap Industry used Infrared to

analyse tha long chain fatty acids. Infrt-rad has also boon

successfully applied to the analysis of many other organic com-

pounds*

If an examination of tho electromagnetic speotrum toward

longer wave lengths la mad* the newest field of endeavor la

discover d. This Is In the region of microwaves. At tha present

time little has been done In the way of analysis with these

waves but hare again another new horlaon which is full of pos-

sibilities presents Itself.

In stunraarlalng ti.is very brief history of spectroscopy,

• period of extreme activity during the reign of Hewton and for

sometime after Is obaarv >d. How.ver Newton's prestige was

responsible for an extended lull In development and activity

was not again noticeable, to much extant, until the wave theory

as proposed by Huygens was able to hold Its own. Sinoa then

spectroscopy has developed rapidly and still promises a vory

bright future for t::ls fascinating field of study.

CiVJLOPMrJHT OP IHl-WiRiD THBORY

Ixie to Its Innate structure a Molecule has three types of

notion other than motion of translation. The electrons may

move from one discrete energy state to anothor in each Indi-

vidual atom of the molecule, thus giving rise to electronic

energies similar to those in atomic spectra. The individual

atoms may vibrate with respect to each othar wnloh gives rise

to vibrational energies. Tha molecule may also rotate as a whole



about an axis. This gives rise to rotational energies. Thus

there are three types of energy; electronic, vibrational and

rotational which comprise the total energy of the molecule.

Since electronic energies appear in the visible and ultra-

violet regions of the electromagnetic spectrum they are not of

particular significance in Infrared work. Therefore the author

will concentrate on vibrational and rotational energies since

they do appear within the Infrared region.

The infrared region may be divided into four sub-regions.

They are: the near infrared, which can be studied photographi-

cally; and the infrared proper, which is beyond the photograph-

ic region and must be studied thermo-electrically; the far infra-

red which must be studied in the same manner as the preceding

group; and the region of microwaves which needs radar for study

in that region. This paper will be concerned mostly with the

infrared proper and the far infrared in which the vibrational

and rotational energies are found.

It has already been mentioned that the energy of a molecule

is divided into three parts. These were the electronic energies,

vibrational energies and rotational energies. In comparison the

electronic energies are much larger than the vibrational energies

and in turn the vibrational energies are far great r than the

rotational energies. Thus it would take an instrument of high

resolving power to bring out the vibrational effects and one of

still higher resolution to make the rotational effects apparent.

Plate I Is a highly schematic energy level diagram showing the

vibrational and rotational levels within the two electronic



atates A and 3, To on© familiar with transitions In atomic

spectra It Is apparent that any transition frora electronic

state B to electronic stats A would radiate energies found In

tha visible or ultraviolet regions of the electromagnetic

spectrum depending upon tha differences in energy levels. With-

in the vibrational stist a of a given electronic stata a nolecule

may exhibit ovartonns as well ao tha fundamental frequencies.

Thus in Plato I a transition from vibrational state one In elec-

tronic sttto B to vibrational attto within tha same aleotronlo

state would constitute a fundamental frequency. Out a transi-

tion frora the vibrational level two to zero constitutes the

first overtone. Due to tha energy values represented one would

•xpact vibrational energies to fall in the infrurod region,

Thasa vibrational levels are further broken up into the various

rotational stttea of tha molecule. Transitions between rotation-

al levels within a given vibrational l~val (0 to F, li to ~, 0« to

. ', etc) will produce radiation in either tha far lnfrand or

tha microwcvo region depending upon the separatl.n of tha levels.

The above discussion sa.na to give tha Impression that tha

molecule is a simple thing. But to tha , tha molecule

la an exceedingly Intricate ays to.-.-, with a very complex behavior.

'ibratlon 3pectra

The production of an Infrared spectrum hinges upon the

fact that the vibration frequencies and rotation frequencies

are resonant with tha frequency of the incident infrared radia-

tion. In t. ia section a brief account of vlbreticn spectra

will be given*



Jxplanation of Plate I

This plato Illustrates an energy level diagram

depicting electronic, vibrational and rotational

energies. A and B represent separate electronic

states. The vibrational states of each electronic

state are numbered (0 to 2). The rotational states

within each vibrational stste are represented by

Y, 0, H, t>, G«, H«, etc.
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For airaple harmonic notion the acceleration towards the

origin la always proportional to the displaoaaent. Due to this the

frequency of vibration for a harmonic oscillator is
L
;ivan olas-

aioally by the familiar formula;

7" x yP
vlb. Sit 5

Where In this c use o Is u constant for the particular molecule

and m stands for the mass of the vibrating ^article or, In the

case of a molecule, for the reduood mass of the systsau

Prom a purely quantum mechanical standpoint the energy

or, more properly, term value for a given vibrational stata is

given In wave numbers by the .following expression:

I.I. =. £( V » kU
he o 2

In this case v la a vibrational quantum number which takes

Integral valu >s and which can change only by plus or minus 1.

Prom this basic idea one may derive the expression ropros -ntlng

a transition In a given vibrational statj from some higher

value of v to a lower value of v. Thus:

£rad. a 0{Vg) - GjVj)

£rad. - £(vp « 1/2} - £(v, « 1/2)
C C *• C !

frad. » f < v2 " V
or

f
rad."

f

Thus it is seen that the radiated frequency f
p(l<j

la equal to

the vibrational frequency, which is not too surprising. In
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general, a given molecule will resonate to only certain Incident

frequencies which are also resonant with its vibratory frequen-

cies.

Molecules may be linear or non-linear. A linear molecule

of n atoms will have 3n-5 degrees of freedom, wheroas non-

linear molecules have 3n-6 degrees of freedom. Regardless of

the complexity of the vibratory motion, it may be resolved into

Fig. 1 A simple oscillatory system,

component motions which are called normal modes of vibration.

.ach of these normal modes of vibration has its own character-

istic frequency. As a means of illustrating in a simple way

what happens in a molecule in a more complex manner, consider

the following problem concerned with determining the normal

frequencies and coordinates of a simple vibratory system found

in Pig. 1, consisting of two equal masses attached to fixed

points A and B by springs of force constant k and to each other
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by a ti.ird spring of .oroa c

The formulas Tor tho potential energy and kinetic 01

of this uystsm art ;ivon us follows:

V a P. .. = hot? + ity2 + |k(x - y)
2

T « K.K. •» £i.tx
2 l»y2

whore x represents the displacement of tho upper mass anc |

t of the lowor. According to an expression due to Lagrange

the kinetic energy and potsntial energy are related es follows:

(1)
3L(*r) a

-2v

If tho respective operations on T and V are carried out and

equated according to the Lagrange equation tho following results

are obtained:

(8) tax - |kx + K(x - jr|

(*) bjt - -E- -
" ll

It is possible to roprasont the displacements, x and y, by the

following simple wave equ

(4) x - x inv/lT"t

(5) y » y ainV*X~t
o

In expressions (4) and (5) tho quantity VIC actually is U3od to

represent a more familiar quantity called angular velocity which

of course when multiplied by t is tbs phase angle. By taking

the second derivatives with respact to x and y, substituting

into equations (2) and (3) and eliminating tho troublesome

factors, sin V X t, two linear equations are obtained wnloh may

!>o solved for ,\£""through the use of determinants. The two
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expressions so obtained are given in equations (6) and (7) and

the determinant follows immediately after the equations;

(6)

(7)

(k + K - mx)x
Q

(k - K - mX)y„

Kyn

KX_

xo y

k - K - mx -K

-K k

-

- K - mX

The solution of this determinant yields a quadratic equation

whose roots X^ and X
g

are easily found by factoring. These

roots are given in equations (8) and (9):

(8) A, k
in

(9)
2K + k

m

As already mentioned the -y/X" is the angular velocity.

Therefore it is possible to find the two normal frequencies

which are given in equations (10) and (11).

(11) f2=^V^ + k

In regard to the normal coordinatjs, they may be determined

by equating the ratio of the amplitudes to the ratio of the

corresponding rr.inors of the determinant. Thus one sees that for

>-i the ratios are positive and for * tn8 ratios are nega.ive.

This indicates that in the former ease the coordinates are such
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that tho two masses vibrato In tho same direction, and In tha

latter case tha vibrations would oppose each oth >r.

In ounmarlalng this problem It Is noticed that whon dis-

placement of the two naaaaa la in tha same direction tha normal

frequencies depend only upon the force conatant k and tna mass,

whareaa, if they ore displaced oppositely the foroa conatant of

tha Inner spring antera tha sxpreasion. This la a si.-.pls example

of a phenomenon very complex in an actual moleculo. ..-ow-vor,

this method of solution la applicable to the molecule. i'srt

of thla complexity in molaoulis is duo to the fact that a mole-

cule generally la not a harmonic oscillator. One would oxpoct

that for a simple Illustration aa that used the iirst overtone

frequency would be twice the lundamantal frequency. For mole-

cules, however, certain higher order torms altar the picture.

In other words, the molecule la essentially an enharmonic

oscillator. This fact would tend to alter the frequency of tha

first ovortone to a little lass than twice tha fundamental fre-

quency.

Rotation .Spectra

If one could consider a rotating molecule as having its

atoms at a constant distance from the geometrical center ha

would have a rather simple ouse but due to tho fact tho molecule

la not ri>;ld tha rotational energies will be somewhat affeoted

by the vlbrutlon. However, according to classical meohanica,

neither one would produce radiation without an unbalance of

electric charge on the atoms. In other words, moloculos that
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do not havs * dlpole moment, such us oxygen, do not produce

vibrational or rotttlonal energies out only electronic energies

which appear only in the visible region* Due to this dipole

moment fo;' molecules that absorb or radiate in the infrared

region, the radiatad frequency, or absorbed frequency are af-

fact d by the rotating field as lines due to electronic tran-

sitions are affected by a weak magnetic field. Of course, the

vibrational frequencies will also ba affected by this rotating

field.

According to classical mechanics the rotational energy 3

is proportional to the rotational inertia I and the square of

the angular velocity w. Thus:

E - ilw2
2

The rotational momentum L is : Ivon by the product of the rota-

tional inertia and the angular velocity. Thus:

L - I»

Prom the two preceding expressions the energy, according to

classical mechanics, is given by the following oppression.

L2

On the oasis of quantum mechanics it can be shown that the

angular momentum is determined by the rotational quantum number

J in such a way that

L V3TTTT7 h/2n
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which gives tho following expression for the energy.

„ J(J l)h2

In these expressions h Is Plancka' constant of radiation and I

Is the rotational Inertia of tho systwn. The rotational quantum

number J can take all Integral values Including zero*

Interaction of r:otatlor d Vlnrotlon

The study of Infrared spoctra would be relatively easy If

the molecule could be considered either a rigid rotator or a

harmonic oscillator. Unfortunately a molecule cannot behave

Just as daslrud. Consequently the Infrared spectrum of a given

compound Is somewhat conplicated by the tact that aupurposed

upon the more pronouncod vibrational energies we have the rota-

tional energies. This could bo likened to the fine struoture

so common In atomic spoctra. Thus, a more compllcatsd mole-

cular rsodel must be assumed. T:.ls nodal must vlbn.to and rotate

simultaneously.

Thus for the vibrating rotating molecule, the complications

Involved can be vlsuallaod. For a diatomic molecule, this rota-

tion would take plt>ce around an axis porpendlcular to tao linos

Joining the atoms. For more complex molecules, this axis may

be In any one of several planes. This of course brings up tas

idea of symmetry which the writer believes Is beyond the soop*

of this paper. Therefore it la r >und that the total energy for

the vlbratlng-rotstinR molecule from an empirical approach la

given as follows:

W . BL, J(J * l)"2
V

Brfil
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The J valuos are tha same as for the pravious discussion on

rotation. An analysis of the spectrum of vibration and rotation

shows the lines to be equally spaced with the absence of the

J' - J" = lino. The first lines that do appear are spaced

at an Interval of 2B on eitner side of the missing central pure

rotation line.

In summarizing vibration and rotation spectra it might be

said that for a beginning the molecule may be considered as a

harmonic oscillator but this must be altered by certain anhar-

monic terms in order to fit empirical conditions. The molecules

then was considered as a rigid rotator but of course tinder

actual conditions the molecule both vibrates and rotates, on

top of this vibration-rotation spectra term3 duo to the inter-

actions must ba added. Thus, witaln the scope of these few

pages, the complexities of the vi bra ting-rota ting molecule can

be understood.

- , , :j r-:.

When a strong beam of light is allowed to fall upon a

colloidal solution eacii colloidal particle reflects the beam.

This is called the Tyndall effoct. The reflected beam has the

same frequency aa the incident beam according to the laws of

Rayleigh Scattering, It was noticed nowever on each side of

the line caused by scattering two equally spaced lines produced

by oscillation and many finely spaced lines between due to

rotation.
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Thia is explainad by tha fact that the electric field of

the incident light wave produces a dipole moment of vibration

and rotation. In order for a molecule to emit or absorb in the

infrared ration it must have a dipole moment. This of course

means that such moleculas as oxygen and hydrogen do not radiata

energy normally in the infrared radon but do present Raman

lines. Light seems to have a duo-personality. For example,

it oftentimes behaves as an electromagnetic wave, at other times

as a quantum of energy, tha light photon. As a photon it can

interact with a molecule or atom in several ways. If elastic

collision takes place there is simple Rayleigh Scattering. If,

howewr, the photon gains energy from the molecule or loses

energy to the molecule there would appear on either side of tha

Rayleigh line a line of higher frequency and a line of lower

frequency. Prom the classical viewpoint the dipole moment set

up may cause an electron to jump from a lower to higher energy

state thus absorbing energy or It may cause an electron to fall

to a lower energy state and emit energy thus accounting for tha

displaced Raman lines. This would also account for the Raman

Spectra of the non-polar molecules. Classical theory shows that

the displaced vibrational lines are displaced about twice as

much as the infrared lines. Also experiment has revealed that

there is a tendency for the Raman line toward the lower energy

value to be missing. This la explainad as follows: molecules

are alwnys in a state of thermal agitation, thus it is found

that usually the molecule will be in a higher energy state.
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Therefore, the probability of a molecule being in the higher

energy state is greater than for the lower energy state. Thus

one would expect the line toward the longer wave lengths to be

observed more often than those toward the shorter wave length

side.

Raman spectra is especially useful in the study of the

vibrational frequencies in non-polar compounds w hich do not give

rise to energies in the infrared region.

iSXPr.RIMiJNTAL T^CHNIQU^S AND PROCaDURKS

The techniques and procedures of infrared spectroscopy are

far from being standardized. This is, of course, generally true

in all comparatively new fields. However it is interesting to

note that certain experimental ideas apply in general to the

whole of spectroscopy. For example, a question to be answered

might be, what make of instrument should be used?; should it

be a grating or prism instrument?; what kind of light source

should be used?; and what type of detecting and recording device

should be used? No attempt will be made to give positive an-

swers to these questions but some attempt will be made to pre-

sent various possible solutions.

The choice of infrared spectrometers is somewhat limited.

Mo3t observers have, in the past, preferred to develop their own.

In spite of this apparent shortage of good commercial instruments

there have been several instruments that have been proven suc-

cessful. One of the most successful has been the instrument
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davoloped by the Parkin- ;i.?.er Corporation. Tliia instrument was

uaad In the research for thla paper.

Dlaparalva Syatesi

Moat of the prlam spectrometers ara of the littrow type In

which the light la doubly dlaperaed before It raachaa the detec-

ting davloa. Since rlasa la opaque to radiation In the Infrared

region the dispersing agent la either a rook salt, Potassium bro-

mide or Lithium Fluoride prism depending upon the region to be in-

vestigated. If all three ara uaad, a region almoat 25 aiorona in

width may be investigated. In general the rock aalt priam la the

boat since it covera the range from 2.5/t to 15/>-and is also the

most economical. The grating instrument la superior to the prlam

instrument if higher resolution is desired since the theoretical

resolving power is proportional to the number of Unas. However,

the spectrum produced by a grating la much lass intonae than

that produced by a prism. One would probably be safe in aaying

that for high resolution and low intensity use a grating; for

high intensity and low resolution, use a prism. One of the

chief difficulties with prlams la that the -^rowin;- prooaaa must

be carefully controlled in order that the best crystals nay ba

obtained. Due to thjse possible inpar factions the theoretical

resolving power is seldom eohievad. According to :.awyor (10)

some prisma have beon made which do reach very nearly the theore-

tical resolution.

Source

Another very important aspeot is the type of light source to

be used. The choice of a source of radiation must be oarefully
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made. The source oust radiate in the desired region and must

be electrically stable so that it produces a uniform radiation.

Also most sources are subject to some atmospheric instability.

The source should retain its stability through ordinary changes

in atmospheric conditions. If it does not, radically different

results might be obtained even over a relatively short period.

Most black body radiators emit radiation in the near infrared.

A typical example is a heating element 33 used on electric

ranges, however this type of element does not approach black

body conditions as well as others. An element of tula type

which is somewhat closer to a black body is the globar heater

which is used in the Perkin-^lmer instrument. Anotner good

source of infrared is the ilernst glower. This source is composed

of zirconium oxide with a suitable binder. It operates at about

the same temperature as the Globar, but 13, in goneral, not as

rich in radiation beyond 15 microns as is the globar. It seams

that if instruments are to be made commercially that the radiator

chosen should be as stable and as nearly black as possible and

still be easily handled and economical.

.. '
.

Next to the dispersing medium probably the detecting device

should be considered. Probably this is sufficiently Important

to merit considerable thought. The detecting device converts

small temparetur^ <•! •• r.- r Into z..:\-ll electrical currents which

are fed either to a recording galvanometer or a sensitive

galvanometer which causes a light spot to pass over a screen
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and the subsequent doflections observad. The detector Is a

radiometric device such as a radiometer, bolometer or thermopile.

The radiometer Is probably the most sjnsitive but due to its

construction it is not as practical as the more rugged thermo-

pile, Hnnce, the thermopile is used because of its construction

and ease of use. The junctions of the thermopile are oftentimes

made of bismuth and bismuth-tin alloy. The bismuth is sputtered

or evaporated on a thin strong base such as glass or shellac.

The junctions are normally fastened to four heavy copper leads

which conduct the thermal current to the recording device. The

thermopile is sealed off and evacuated to as much as 10

millimeters of mercury. To facilitate this high vacuum the

thermopile is oftentimes baked out with activated charcoal. The

thermopile will in general hold its vacuum over a considerable

period of time. The vacuum is maintained by a charcoal trap

which after baking, is knpt at a low temperature, generally with

liquid air. The sensitivity of the thermopile is somewhat in-

creased with the low pressure produced. In order to compensate

for drift oftentimes another pair of junctions is wired in

opposition or a small resistance is used as a shunt in order to

reduce the second order effects due to fluctuations in the thermal

current. Another useful device for detecting radiant energy is

the bolometer. It consists generally of blackened platinum strips

or wires which are placed In the path of the radiant energy. The

energy is absorbed and raises the temperature of the strips. Tiiis

rise in temperature produces a change in the resistance of the
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trips. With instruments that aro sufficiently sensitive, this

change in resistance can be measured quite accurately and thus

the amount of energy can be determined.

-

Another extremely important aspect of infrared analysis

concerns th6 techniques of sample preparation. Since samples

may be either liquid, solid or gaseous the construction of the

absorption cell is extremely Important. The construction of the

absorption cell for liquids is somewhat more difficult than for

gas cells. The main thing is that the windows used for the cell

should be insoluble in the liquid under analysis. This is particu-

larly Important when water is usod as the solvent. The windows

should, of course, transmit in the region under consideration.

Typical materials for cell windows are glass and quartz for the

near infrared and calcium fluoride, sodium chloride, potasslur

chloride and potassium bromide for the infrared. The liquid cell

is generally constructed of windows separated by a lead foil

spacer and held together bj a clamp. It can be shown that the

amount of incident radiation transmitted is dependent upon the

concentration of the sample and the length of the optical path.

Thus the greater the concentration and the longer the path the

greater the absorption, This is the well known Beer's Law.

Gas absorption cells are similar to liquid cells in design.

Approximately the same precautions must be taken in the choice

of windows. The windows are separated by a glass tube which

frequently carries two sidearm tuoes. One is used for the

evacuation of the cell and the other to introduce the sample to
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be analyzed. The writer will have more to 3ay concerning the

construction of a gas absorption cell later. It is interesting

to note that the transmiS3ivity of a gas depends upon the pres-

sure. An increased pressure effectively increases the concen-

tration, thus increasing the amount of absorption.

The construction of absorption cells for solids posos a

somewhat more difficult problem. Solids have to be treated much

in the same way as liquids. In general, the sample thickness is

small usually not more than a few millimeters and oftentimes is

much less than one millimeter. The difficulty is that in order

to faithfully repeat the performance of the cell the sample thick-

ness should be repet-table to within five percent. The cell it-

self generally consists, of two windows, made of the desired

material, which are separated by spacors of the rsquirad tnlekness.

They are then either clamped together or four small nuts and bolts

are used, one in each corner. The spacers are used so that the

sample thickness may be repeated faithfully. Since the reproduc-

tion of the sample thickness is so important the preparation of

the sample should also ae considered. If the sample is fusible,

oftentimes it may bo sproad upon one of the windows and pressed

to the required thickness. If the sample is soluble it may bo

handled the same as for liquids. If it is not fusible or soluble

it may be mulled in nujol.

A person can easily understand and appreciate some of ths

problems facing the research in infrared. As it stands at the

present time research is very much individualized. A few of the

techniques are standardized, but the majority are not. Whenever
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research calls for the personal touch it seems to become very

challenging. A few of the trials and tribulations of research

the writer is saving for the discussion of the research problem.

DSSCHIPTION OF TH3 PaRKIH-KLMBR INFRARiiD SPiiCTKOMi^

Before discussing the methods of adjustment and calibration

of the Perkin-iilmer Infrared Spectrometer a description of the

working parts of this instrument is in order. An external view

of the instrument is shown in Plate II. Plate III consists of

a photograph and schematic diagram showing the essential working

parts.

Source of Radiation

The source of infri-red radiation was a globar heater. This

heater la composed of a silicon carolde rod which is generally-

operated at temperatures between 1000°c. to 2000°c. The rod is

held between aluminum electrodes and mounted in a water cooled

jacket. The globar is an extremely useful source of infrarod,

particularly in the wave length regions investigated.

Dispersing Agent

The dispersing system in the Perkin-Slmer Spectrometer con-

sists of a sixty degree rock salt prism. The mounting of the

prism is of the Littrow type. The rock salt prism is probably

the most effective material for most work, since the approximate

range of such a prl3n is from 2.5 microns to 15 microns. In

case the range is to be extended both potassium bromide and

potassium fluoride prisms may be obtained.







Jcplanation of Piste III

A view of tha working parta of the Porkln-iSlmer

Infrared spectrometar with an accompanying schematic

diagram.
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Detector

The Parkin-Elinor infrared, apoctronater haa a high vacuum

thermocouple* The Junctions are made of bismuth

and blawuth-tin alloy. The Junctions have an effective area of

2.4 millimeters2 with a total rasl3tanoe of twelve ohma. The

thermocouple haa a compensation of about ninety five percent for

the fluctuations in the thermal current. An examination of the

properties of the thermocouple in the Perkln-.ilmar spectrometer

impresses a parson with the obvious versatility of this instru-

ment. Tliis actually beoo parent when on* considers

that the rated resolution of the instrument Is the separation

of the doublet in the 4.2 micron band of carbon dioxide. It la

also Interesting to note that the wave length can be roprodu

within on-s tsnth of a scale division or. the micromotor drum and

that the ener a reproduced to one percent at a slit width

of .03 mm provided the settings ore immediately repeated.

Recorder

The choice of a r 'cording device is a task that alao betrs

considerable consideration. When the research was dona for t Is

paper a Leeds and Horthrup table r;alvanomot >r was used. This

Instrument haa a high sensitivity which ranges from one ten

thousandth of a microampere to about rive thousandths of a micro-

ampere depending upon t.he resistance of the instrument. Due to

this high sensitivity any small fluctuations in the thermal

current may cause rather serious drifting. Alao building vibra-

tions tend to cause both vortical and horiaontal vibrations

which may bo somonhct bother:-. . >.llar has dovalopod a vlbra-

Tree suspension w nich was utilized In our case. A referono*
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to this suspension can be found in Strong (12). The main thing

is that the system should have a natural period different from

that of the surroundings. Since the suspension does have a

natural period of its own it is necessary to provide for damping.

In Muller's method a number of pie pans filled with oil and

placed one on the other is used. The damping action is due to

the internal fricilon of the oil.

The current from the thermocouple is fed to the galvanometer

through shielded cables to prevent induced currents from external

fields. This thermal current produces a deflection of the galva-

nometer coil which is proportional to the current received. Sinca

the current produced la directly proportional to the energy of

the incident radiation upon the thermocouple the galvanometer

deflections are therefore also proportional to the amount of

incident radiation received at the thermocouple. Since our gal-

vanometer was not a recording type it was necessary for us to

observe tho deflections by means of a spot of light which aftor

several reflections was observed on a ground glass scale. ;Jven

though the period of the galvanometer is commensurate with the

period of the thermocouple it does take considerable time to run

an absorption curve by this method. An automatic recording

pralvanometor would be a great time saver.

ADJUSTMENT

There are some adjustments that must be made. Probably the

most important of these is the adjustment of the paraboloidal

mirror which reflects the light into the prism. This mirror
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servos as the collimator of the optical system. The use of

mirrors in the infrared is necessittted by the opaqueness of

glas3 lenses. Also due to the fact that chromatic aberration

is absent in mirrors, this is of course an argument in favor of

the mirror. However, the problem of spherical aberration la

still present. This can be somewhat alleviated by using para-

bolic mirrors, although not necessarily completely. Accord!

to Strong (12), one of the most satisfactory arrangements is an

off axis paraboloid. This eliminates the use of a plane mirror

to deflect the light into the prism a3 in the method by Pfund.

The usa of u paraboloid necessitates caraful adjustment of the

mirror, with respect to the entrance slit in order to colllmate

the rays. Also the axis of the mirror must be carefully adjusted

so that as much of the incident energy as possible be returned to

the thermocouple detector. This would be extremely vital In the

case of an off axis paraboloid. The Initial adjustments of the

parabolic mirror were made through the use of the 4.3 micron

band of carbon dioxide. The mirror was rotated by very small

amounts; generally not more than one degree. A chock was then

made on the carbon dioxide band. This process was repeated

until a close approximation to the accepted absorption curve

was obtained* Whether or "not the right mirror setting was ob-

tained could be checked easily by running the absorption curve

with the mirror rotated say a half degree to the left of the ac-

cepted position and then to the right of this position. If the

best adjustment had been obtained definite deviations would be

observed. It was not expected that perfect reproduction would
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bo obtained bocauao of dissimilar conditions under which the

original curve was obtained.

CALIBRATION

The prime prerequisite before a new instrument can be used

is that it must be calibrated. This calibration is for the

purpose of determining the behavior of the Instrument. In the

case of an infrared spectrometer this calibration should indicate

how faithfully the instrument will reproduce certain known ab-

sorption curves. It should also give an indication of the dis-

persion and the resolving power of the instrument. The methods

of calibration are very nearly standardized. It consists of

checking point by point the known absorption curves for certain

substances that covor the transmission range of the dispersing

agent.

The first absorption curve for calibration purposes was the

6 micron water band. This particular curve is not extensive fal-

ling between 1200 wave numbers on the long wave length end to

2000 wave numbers on the short wave length end. In spite of the

brevity of the band four hundred points were determined in order

that sufficient resolution could be obtained. Tnls made possible

a sufficient number of i;ood calibration poi ta. The only lines

that were used were those that were conspicuous. The absorption

curve for water vapor is to be found in Plate IV. One of the very

curious aspects discovered in running through the band was the

fact that the entire band should be worked through at one sitting,



explanation of Plata IV

This plate consists of the three absorption

curves which were used for calibration purposes.
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for example, one half of the curve was run one day and the other

half the next day. When the two part3 were placed together they

did not fit. This undoubtedly was due to the difference in

conditions under which the two were run. Any fluctuations in

atmospheric conditions would affect the results. Due to this

possible difficulty it was found that much better results could

be obtained if the entire band was run during the night. When

this was done the absorption curve obtained compared favorably

with the accepted curve. By plotting wave numbers against micro-

meter drum setting a calibration curve was obtained. This curve

should b8 smooth. When a complete calibration is obtained from

the minimum to maximum drum setting the ends will vary from

linearity. The calibration curve is to be found in Plate V.

The first conclusion to any decided deviation from a smooth

curve, is that adjustment of the instrument is not accurate.

The writer says this, knowing that irregularities in the prism

or other faults in the optical system are not likely to be pre-

sent. A second thought is to be found in an article by Paul C.

Cross (5) of the University of Wisconsin. He found that it was

necessary to apply a temperature correction to the index of re-

fraction of a rocksalt prism. Any marked changes .in temperature

would produce fluctuations In the angle of minimum deviation

which of course would affect the dispersion of the prism. There

would also be a decided loss in definition and resolving power.

In the light of these considerations, changes in temperature

could be easily responsible for observed irregularities of the
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calibration curve. Whan the absorption curve for ammonia waa

obtained the work was done at night to reduce effects of temp-

erature changes and to complete the curve at one sitting.

Preparations for the ammonia curve were somewhat more dif-

ficult. An absorption cell had to be made and a- means of evacu-

ating the cell and introducing ammonia had to be developed. The

absorption cell was constructed of pyrex glass tubing. The

windows were of rock salt. The cell was 10 centimeters long and

5 centimeters in diameter. Dr. Robert McKarland of the Physics

Department expertly wolded a side arm tube onto the cell. The

rock salt windows were approximately one and a half centimeters

thick. The task of grinding the rock salt plataa was a long

one.. The plates were rough ground with various grtdes of car-

borundum and finally polished with Jewelers rouge. In this case

it was not necessary that ths windows be optically flat but they

were polished to the 3xtent that they were very transparent. The

windows were sealed to the cell with a mixture of resin and bees-

wax. The cell was mounted on the spectrometer upon a track built

by Professor Floyd of the College. Thus the cell could be moved

in and out of the radiation beam. The cell was just long enough

to fit between the two housings on the spectrometer. This elimin-

ated as much of the air path as possible preventing any atmos-

pheric absorption.

The ammonia generator and vacuum apparatus though not parti-

cularly difficult In design did Involve some rather tricky glass

work. The essential parts of the apparatus were the generator,



explanation of Plato V

This plate consists of the calibration curve

for the Perkin-iilmer infrared spectrometer. It has

been divided into 4 parts for ease of handling.
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a moans of evacuating the oall end introducing ammonia and a

manometer for rof*ulntinr; tho gas pressure to about 10 centi-

meters of morcury. Tha aroonla gas was produced with ammonium

chloride and sodium hydroxide aocording to the following equation;

JIHjCl KaOH v NaCl JfH.OH v NH_ HO

The amnonia absorption curve was plotted by taking the de-

flections for every quarter division on tha i 1crone t-jr drum.

This meant approximately 000 points and took aoout IS hours to

run. Thla aeems to bo rather laborious but when you consider

how close some of the absorption linos were it certainly waa

the bast procedure. Thia becomes mora strikingly apparent when

two linos only thro- wave numbers apart would have boon olased.

An examination of the absorption curve for ammonia, as seen In

Plate IV, ahowa that the dispersion incrsaaes towards the ahortar

wave lengths. The calibration curve in Plate V also oakoa thia

point clear. When the calibration curves for both water vapor

and ammonia are plr c d sags ther, the resultant curve agrees

favorably with tho accepted ourve aa furnlahed by tho i'orkln-

Jlmor corporation. Thus one sees that tho ourve la linear over

a groat portion of tho curve but deviates from linearity toward

tho shorter wave lengths. An approximate dispersion for this

Instrument over the Straight portion of the calibration curvs is

3.S microns per drum division.

J would not permit further attempts ot calibration. If

an absorption ourve could htvj been obtained for Methane a cali-

bration probably would have been obtained which covered a larger
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part of the low wava length range of the instrument. However,

this would have necessitated the purchase of both potassium

bromide and Lithium fluoride prisms. Thus, the calibration was

limited to the range of the rock salt prism which was used. In

spite of the limitations imposed upon the research, the results

were definitely favorable.

INFRARED AS AN ANALYTICAL TOOL

The previous chapter on infrar d theory brought out the

importance of its use in organic analysis. Pioneer investi-

gators found that the frequencies of vibration and rotation of

the atoms of a molecule were commensurate with the frequencies

found within the region of infrared radiation. This awakened

interest in this field. Many accomplished spectroscopists set

out upon the task of acquiring more knowledge. The interesting

thing about those participating in the early work was that for

the most part they were industrial scientists. Thus it was

through the scientists working in industry that infrared waa

brought into its own. All of the research apparatus was developed

to suit the individual investigator with no thought of developing

a precision spectrometer for general use in the laboratory. How-

ever, such instruments are available now and with such tools a

great deal of research can now be done in most institutions.

Since a great many compounds, and in particular organic

compounds do absorb characteristically in the infrared, an in-

valuable analytical tool presents itself. As a means of deter-

mining structure a great deal of work has been done on the more
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simple molecules. Anonj; the simpler molecules might be included

methane, acetylene, ethylene, and their halogen derivatives.

Some molocules, due to their symmetry are fairly simple. Chief

among this type is benzene and its simpler derivatives. In

general, the atoms of a molecule may vibrate in one of two

directions relative to the valence bonds. Thus vibration may

be perpendicular to the valence bond or parallel to the valence

bond. Since the conditions for vibration are different in each

case, absorption for these types of vibratory states should be

different. Thus it is possible to distinguish between them by

comparing their s bsorption curves. This is not of particular

interest to the chemist who is concerned with structure but it

is of importance to the physicist who is interested in the rela-

tive motions of the atoms. From this knowledge he can determine

the necessary equations governing these vibrations. These equa-

tions are in general the familiar equations of simple harmonic

oscillators, although the motions may be complicated by the space

arrangement and the type of bonding between the atoms. Since

rotation is taking place the absorption curve becomes very much

more complicated. Under low dispersion the rotational effect

appears as a broadening into a band rather than as a single

frequency.

As already mentioned the chemist is chiefly concerned with

structure rather than the motions of the molecule. For example,

it would be important to the chemist if he could determine the

difference between a normal compound and a substitution product.

It becomes more of use to him if he can determine the atom upon
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the substitution ia made. For example, it is important

to know whether chlorine is substituted on the second or third

carbon atom of normal pentane. jcperiment has shown that the

absorption curves for these substituted products ar^ slightly

differont. Another example is the difference between 2,2,4 tri-

methyl pentane and 2,3,4 trimethyl p3titane. Both have a deep

absorption line at 1460 cm~^ and another at 1360 cm-1 . The dif-

ference is the fine structure of the 2,2,4 product in the ab-

sorption curve at 1360 cm as well as. decided fine structure in

other positions along the absorption curve which is absent in

the 2,3,4 product. It is also interesting to note that isomers

al30 absorb differently. For example, normal decans has quite a

bit of fine structure whereas isodectino has practically no fine

structure. There is a marked difference between normal dodecane

and iqododecane. There are relatively deep absorption lines in

the isomer that do not appear in the normal compound. Thus, it

is that isomeric dlfferances nay be detected by comparing absorp-

tion curves.

A number of organic compounds have double bonding between

carbon atoms. It is interesting to note the differences in the

absorption curves of butene-1 and butane-2. The double bond in

butene-1 la between carbons one and two, whereas, for butene-2

it appears between carbons two and three. Although the absorp-

tion lines are in the same position, those for butene-2 are broader

and exhibit quite a bit more fine structure within each deep ab-

sorption line. A groat number of the longer chained hydrocarbons
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contain mora than one sat of double oonda. Oftentimes these

double bonds are conjugated. joria that the double bonds

lie on adjacent carbon atoms. For example consider the conjugated

double bonds In butadiene, the formula for which is given as

follows:

H-C=C-C=C-H
i i i i

a a

Actually butadiene is somewhat similar to both butene-1 and

butene-2. For comparison purposes the structural formulas for

butene-1 and butene-2 ar<3 given as follows:

HI, H H H Htiti i i i i

C=C-C- H-C-C=C-C-Hlit ii
H H H H H

Butene-1 3uteno-2

Thus the difference, structurally, is the additional double

bonds of butadiene with the necessity of dropping two of the

hydrogen atoms. It seems that carbon atoms connected by a double

bond act as resonators whereas those tied together with a single

bond act as a buffer, or seem to absorb the vibration. Therefore

the absorption curve for a conjugated system will be very dif-

ferent as compared with the absorption curve of an unconjugated

system. An examination of the absorption curves for these com-

pounds as found in the book on infrared spectroscopy by Barnes,

Gore, Liddel and Williams (2) reveals thi3 to be true. The

addition of an element to the conjugated butadiene should yield

the same compound as a substituted product of either buteno-1
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or butene-C. Thus It should be possible by comparing absorption

curvos to determine upon which conjugated carbon atom the ele-

ment was added. This would be of decided value in determining

the chemical properties of the conjugated compound through the

use of a physical tool.

A large number of compounds have the same molecular formula

and chemical properties but differ in their space configuration.

In organic chemistry these are tarmod els and trans compounds.

Very little has been done in the use of Infrared for determining

whether a compound exists In the cis or trans stage. This it

apparently a wide open field for research. In order to distin-

guish between cis and trans formations the formulas for fumarlc

acid and maleic acid are as follows;

it it

H-C-C-O.'I H-C-C-OH
II

:io - c - c -ii - -c-oii
« ii

Fumaric Acid Maleic Acid

Pumaric acid and maleic acid are identical compounds except

for the space configuration. Thu3 fumaric acid is the trans

compound and maleic acid Is the els comoound. It certainly seems

that the relative positions of the resonating C -OH groups would

introduce differances in the absorption spectra of these compounds.

The writer has been unable to find references to those absorption

curves.
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The reader can certainly visualize the unlimited possibilities

that infrs-red presents in the analysis of organic compounds. Not

only is infrarjd useful for structual analysis in the laboratory

but is has found widespread use for qualitative analysis, in

Industry. Particularly so in the petroleum industry. When crude

oil is refined a great number of by-products are obtained. This

group of by-products is generally composed of compounds belonging

to the methane series of hydrocarbons. In this group are found

gasoline, kerosene, vaseline, parafln, and other light and heavy

oils. With infr-red both a qualitative and a quantitative analy-

sis could be run. Prom a qualitative standpoint it would be

possible to detect evidences of several compounds in a mixture

or to determine the purity of a desired product. For example,

if the amount of parafin in motor oil is desired, the infrared

absorption curve could be obtained and compared with a curve

for the 3ame compound with a known amount of parafin present.

It should also be possible to determine the octane numoer of

gasoline in a similar manner. The octane number is defined as

the percent of 2,2,4 trimethyl-pentane present in a mixture of

that compound with normal hexane. Actually it is a well known

fact that each component of a mixture will absorb characteris-

tically. Thus, all that remains is to choose the frequencies

for which one component absorbs and the others do not and compare

with the absorption curve of the entire mixture. The concentra-

tion of each component can be found by the solution of simultan-

eous equations set up from Beer's Law. It is first necessary to
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determine the percent transmission for each pure component and

then compare this with that of the mixture at the prescribed

frequencies. Thus infrared can be used for quantitative analysis

even though it was first considered to be applicable only to

qualitative analysis.

In the book by Barnes, Gore, Liddel and Williams (2), a

very interesting discussion is found concerning quantitative

analysis. They give a number of concrete methods for analysis.

Particularly interesting is their discussion on multicomponent

analysis. For example if a mixture of a major compound and

impurities is to be analyzed, it is necessary to handle each

impurity separately. In some cases one of the impurities may be

analyzed directly. However a particular impurity frequently ab-

sorbs at the same frequency as the other impurities thus correc-

tion factors must be added or subtracted to account for this be-

fore an analysis of the other impurities can be made. In general,

the analysis is finally made from either, the absorption curves

at certain prescribes frequencies, a working curve which is often

a plot of transmission vs. concentration or from a Beer's Law

graph. It seams the working curve method is the best for most

analysis since it is usually sufficiently accurate and has the

added advantage of being a time saver.

The petroleum industry seems to have monopolized the pioneer

work in infrand analysis. However, such concerns as the soap

Industry, paint manufacturers and plastic producers aro making

some use of infrared. A study of the long chain fatty acids used

in the soap Industry would be fascinating. The oils used In
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paints would present very interesting compounds for analysis.

There should be no end in the application of infrar.d to the

plastic industry or in any industry producing synthetic rosinous

material.

Infrared as a pure research tool has been utilized in the

fascinating field of astronomy. Spectroscopists have, for years,

been carrying out research in this field in order to determine

the composition of the atmospheres of our neighbor planets and

the more distant stars. For the most part this research has been

confined to the .visible and ultraviolet regions since most ele-

ments and compounds emit or absorb in this region. Recently a

number of articles have been w ritten concerning the application

of infrared. An article in the Kansas City Star some weeks ago

stated that astronomers of McDonald Observatory were carrying

out research in order to determine the component parts of the

atmosphere of Mars. They wer^ particularly intereatod in finding

the presence of water vapor in sufficient concentration to sup-

port life. This research was possible bacause of the great

amount of work that has been done on our own atmosphere, in which

carbon dioxide, methane, oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide and

water vapor were founti. Ho positive results were obtained at

the observatory, possibly due to adverse atmospheric conditions.

However, Dr. G. P. Kulper of the same observatory has recently

found traces of carbon dioxide. This may mean that Mars has be-

come a dead planet. Research has also been carried out on the

atmosphere of Jupiter and evidences of methane and ammonia were
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discovered. Thus infrar d nay also become a tool In helping to

unravel some of the mysteries of our universe.

Certainly infrared as an analytical tool has endless pos-

sibilities. Only a few have been cited in this chapter. The

field is limited, however, to analysis in the realm of organic

chemistry. This, on the other hand, is not too groat a limita-

tion because of the vast number of organic compounds whoso ab-

sorption characteristics have not been investigated.

CONCLUSION

An attempt has been made In a small measure to give a

rather sketchy history of spectroscopy, a brief discussion of

infrared theory, some experimental techniques and procedures,

methods of calibration including a discussion of the Perkln-

i^lmer infrared spectrometer, infrared as used in analysis and a

few possible research problems that seemed interesting to the

author.

The main purpose of the paper was to callbr te the Perkln-

Blmer spectrometer. After careful adjustment of the working

parts several absorption curves were run. Those curves agreed

favorably with the accepted curves for water vapor and ammonia.

This i dlcated that the adjustment was sufficiently accurate. The

calibration curves obtained by plotting known frequency against

drum setting for a given spectral line were linear except toward

the short wave lengths. This agreed favorably with the calibra-

tion curve furnished by the Perkln-cilmer Corporation. As far as

calibration was concerned the research was a success.
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There were several things gained from this research which

probably should be observed in the future. First, the investi-

gator should try to av-id radical temperature changes. These

temperature changes affoct dispersion as woll as the behavior

or the detector and recorder. Second, wo matter how tedious the

job, an absorption curve should be run completely through in one

cpntinuous sitting. The author found that two parts of a curve

run at different times fail to fit together. Third, if at all

possible an automatic recorder should be used. This is a great

time saver and eliminates the neoesslty of continually adjusting

the galvanometer for drift. It would obviously be more compact

and far more economical.
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